
Welcome to MARVEL MONDAY with Team STEAM!
Today's activity is a super fun and fizzy baking soda
paint project!

M A R V E L  M O N D A Y

Acids and bases are two types of chemicals. 
 
Acids are usually sour and tangy. This is because they
have more hydrogen ions! The more hydrogen ions a
substance has, the more acidic it is!
 
Bases are very bitter and often have a soapy texture.
This is because bases contain hydroxide ions, or ions
with a small electrical charge. The more hydroxide
ions, the more bitter a substance is!
 
 
 
 

What are acids and bases?

FIZZY PAINTING

NAME : DATE :

An ion is a special kind of atom that has an electrical charge. 

buzz word!



FIZZY PAINTING

Acidic: 0-7 (0 is most acidic)
Basic: 7-14 (14 is most basic)
A pH of 7 is neutral!

Scientists use the pH scale to measure how acidic
or basic a substance is. Think of the pH scale as a
ruler that goes from the numbers 1 to 14.

 
 

▢ Vinegar
▢ Baking Soda
▢ Watercolor Paper

You Will Need:

▢ Pipette/Spoon
▢ 4 Disposable Cups
▢ Food coloring
▢ A tablespoon

Today, we will be working with an acid and a base
and see what happens when we mix the two! We
will use vinegar (acid) and baking soda (base) to
create a scientific masterpiece!
 
 

the pH Scale

Today's Activity



Use your pipette/spoon to drop small
amounts of the colored vinegar
mixture onto the baking soda. Watch
your paper turn into a fizzy, bubbling,
and colorful masterpiece! 

Sprinkle baking soda
across your sheet of
paper

 Set out four
disposable cups and
pour a tablespoon of
vinegar into each.

Add a drop of food coloring or water
color into each cup and place a
pipette into each glass.
If you don't have a pipette, place a
spoon in each glass, or use a small cup!

Let your paper dry overnight.
Once dry, scrape off excess
baking soda with a spoon or
toothbrush. Enjoy!

PROCEDURE



Adding an acid (vinegar) to a base
(baking soda) creates a chemical reaction
that produces carbon dioxide gas! The
gas comes in the form of bubbles and fizz
within our artwork!

The Science
Behind It: 

Confused? Click on the tv below to watch an
instructional video!

Send pictures of your fizzy paintings to Team STEAM
via email at teamsteamnc@gmail.com, for a chance
to be featured on our website or social media! If you
need help with your email, ask a parent! We look
forward to seeing your fun invisible ink messages!
#MarvelMondayFizzies

https://youtu.be/3f7sbCCD0U0

